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Lately in Commonwealth Park the hot topic has once again been the 
Charlotte Inn.  With the Groomers Barber Shop being evicted, it once again 
becomes the center of the neighborhood’s criminal element.  Recent news 
stories from Fox Charlotte, WCNC, WSOC, and WBTV as well as WBT 
radio have covered the increased criminal activity at the inn (more than 
doubled from 2010 to 2011) and the community’s effort to shut it down by 
way of petition.

What is the problem at the inn?  Is it drugs, prostitution, violence, guns?  
The answer is yes.  In a recent email to the Charlotte Department of 
Transportation (CDOT), Lieutenant Rob Dance of the CMPD noted the 

following “The persons who 
stay at this location have been 
involved in mostly VICE related 
offenses.  These offenses include 
drug/narcotic violations as well 
as prostitution” and “Lately 
Officers have seen an increase 
in Heroin being sold and used at 
this location.  In February 2012, 
Officers and Detectives with VICE 
arrested 9 people at this location 
or leaving this location involved in 
Heroin related offenses.  Officers 

have seen an increase in crack cocaine and marijuana also at this 
location.” “How does it all get there?”,  you may ask. He continues “The 
drugs/narcotics are brought into the complex by mid-level drug dealers 
who either pull into the parking lot of the hotel or park on Waterman Avenue 
or meet the low level dealer who is selling out of the hotel. “  

Another problem we have is the activity hasn’t yet plateaued.  Numbers 
don’t lie my friends and we have had a significant increase in crime at the 
inn from 2010 to 2011.  In the same email mentioned above Lt. Dance 
noted that in 2010 they had a total of 84 calls to the Charlotte Inn both 
called in and officer initiated with a total of 8,856 minutes.  In 2011 they 
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NEIGHBORHOOD MEETING

Tuesday, 
June 5 

7:00 p.m.
WTVI Conference Room

3242 Commonwealth Ave.

Topics:

•  Crime update/stats

• Charlotte Inn petition

• Neighborhood watch

• Questions/comments 

In this issue:The State of the Charlotte Inn           
By Jason Van Buren 

Continued	page	2

Don’t forget to join the neighborhood association!  (see last page for details)



I noticed last summer that a new business 
opened on Commonwealth Avenue as I was 
driving by and I thought – I need to check 
that out someday… Six months went by and 
it occurred to me that probably a lot of other 
people do the same thing – we are so busy 
and may not have the time to stop, explore 
and support local small businesses. I finally 
stopped for a look-see and was delighted at 
what I found – a wonderful specialty shop 
that has everything from clothing to jewelry to 
pottery to vegan food.

I met the owners, Fiona Humphrey and Marley 
Claridge - they were eager to share the 
philosophy behind their store. Their vision was 

simply to provide the community with what they felt was missing – vegan. 
All the artists represented are local, and you’ll find an excellent selection 
of gifts, specialty foods and everyday items in a boutique environment that 
is friendly and supportive. They have especially loved getting to know so 
many creatives in the area whose work they represent. When they find 
something to offer that can’t be found locally, you can rest assured it is a 
small business – like the 
vegan bakery they found 
in Colorado that is their 
source for unusual baked 
goods such as vegan 
twinkies!

May 12 they are planning 
what they hope will 
become an annual 
event – a Vegfest! The 
festival will be held in 
the rear parking lot 
behind the shop. It will 
include vendors of all 
types – food, (the new vegan restaurant that is scheduled to open on 
Independence, “Bean” will be there) along with local artists and all thing 
vegan. It’s the second Saturday in May, don’t miss it!

Fiona and Marley wanted to create a store where the conscientious 
consumer could come, knowing that the research had been done – the 
products here are local, vegan and ecofriendly.  I believe they have met 
that goal and what a wonderful addition to our community! Stop in and see 
what they have to offer and I’m sure you will become a regular customer, 
I know I will!

Neighborhood Business Spotlight - 
Ecolicious
By Janet Boschker
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The State of the 
Charlotte Inn
Continued	from	page	1       
responded to a total of 186 calls 
with a total of 28198.324 minutes (a 
spike was noted in June when there 
was a homicide).   That accounts 
for a greater than 100% increase in 
calls!

I spoke with Officer Shane 
Strayer who is responsible for our 
neighborhood amongst other areas.  
He assures me they have many 
good things for our ‘hood in the 
works.  Above all is the perimeter 
wall along Waterman that Lt. Dance 
and the CMPD have proposed to 
CDOT.  This wall would prevent or 
significantly impede the activity on 
Waterman.  Johns will no longer 
be able to drive down Waterman to 
pick up prostitutes also users and 
dealers will not be able to access 
the inn down our street.  They will 
have to use Independence and 
run a much greater risk of running 
into officers at the inn with no way 
out.  Officer Strayer also told me 
they will work on getting the fence 
replaced along the berm between 
Independence and Shenandoah 
Avenue as well as the one at Briar 
Creek where Shendoah dead ends.    
In the meantime keep calling 911 
when you see ANY criminal activity 
taking place and please take the 
time to sign the petition when you 
see us at your door.  You can also 
find the petition on www.change.
org by searching Charlotte Inn, 
or if you are on facebook you can 
“like” us at www.facebook.com/
shutdownthecharlotteinn. One 
last note, you will see officers from 
CMPD knocking at your door to give 
you a flier for our first neighborhood 
watch community meeting. I hope 
to see you all there!



The Staycation
By Rebecca Stoddard

Toll Free 877-871-6588
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Summer is quickly approaching and if your calendar is not already full, why not be a tourist in the Queen City? 
Often times, we do not take time to enjoy what Charlotte has to offer unless friends or relatives come to visit and 
we need to keep them entertained. Next time you are not quite sure how to spend a free day, consider these 
options...

1.  Ride the rapids - The US National Whitewater Center is the ultimate outdoor playground, offering the 
expected whitewater rafting but also eco trekking, zip line, rock climbing, mountain biking, stand up paddle 
boarding and flat water kayaking.

2.  A night at the museum - Most local museums offer admission specials, such as the Mint Museum, where you 
can get in for free on Tuesday nights from 5-9pm at both locations.

3.  Mine for gold - The Reed Gold Mine in Midland is the site of the first documented gold find in the United 
States. Maybe you’ll get lucky!

4.  Lions and tigers and bears - Okay, you probably won’t see all of those at Lazy 5 Ranch in Mooresville, but 
giraffes and zebras are way cooler anyway.

5.  Friday night “art gallery” lights - Take your pick of gallery crawls: South End on the first Friday of the month 
or NoDa on the first and third Fridays of each month.

6.  Summer celebrations - ‘Tis the season for outdoor festivals! From sporting related events such as Speed 
Street, foodie stops like Taste of Charlotte and Beer, Bourbon and BBQ to Festival in the Park, there is 
something for everyone.

7.  Release the hounds - The Charlotte Hounds, Charlotte’s Major League Lacrosse team, play on Saturdays 
at Memorial Stadium through mid August.

8.  Know your farmer - Website localharvest.org lists 32 farmers markets in Charlotte and summer is the best 
time to enjoy the bounty of the season.

9.  Get your culture on - Check out the Arts & Science Council for an extensive list of art, history, science and 
heritage organizations that offer unique, enriching experiences.

10. Volunteer - Organizations like Hands on Charlotte make it easy to find a volunteer opportunity that meets 
your needs and schedule.



The other day I was approached by a tree service employee going door-to-door to solicit busi-ness.  This is not unusual; 
many such tree companies, especially ones from far out-of-town rather than local, get jobs that way by ‘working’ a 
neighborhood.  Unfortunately their results are usually tragically damaging to the trees’ health and appearance.  You 
may have a mature Oak that’s been growing in your yard for 70 or 80 years, quietly contributing to Commonwealth 
Park’s coveted shade and tree canopy, making the immediate environment cooler and helping muffle traffic noise 
from nearby Independence Freeway.....and in a matter of a couple of hours, the wrong “tree care specialists” can 
destroy it beyond recovery, most notably by the practice of topping.  
 

Many homeowners are vaguely aware that “topping” a tree is a bad 
idea but not clear enough why to avoid letting it happen to their asset.  
When someone appears at your door offering to remove or “clean up” a 
supposedly hazardous tree for a price that sounds too good to be true.....
it can be hard to turn them down.  But as you’ll see, topping a tree will 
actually cost you more money over time, will reduce your property value, 
and could very likely put you at risk of a lawsuit if a neighbor or his property 
is injured because of the results of this improper pruning. 

When a tree is topped (also sometimes referred to as “stubbing” or 
“heading back”), it means that it is wholesale-chopped off at the top of the 
crown, rather than to selectively thin out ap-propriate branches within the 
canopy.  The usual reason given is that the tree is too big (blocking a view 

or perceived to be unsafe), or simply based on the misinformed notion that it will be refreshed with a “good haircut”.  
Here is why this is not true:

• It doesn’t work.  When a tree’s limbs have been hacked back to stubs with most or all of the foliage chopped off, 
food and nutrients can’t be produced by the sunlight; it will starve.  So, it reacts with a flush of new growth; it has 
no other choice as Mother Nature tells it to desperately try & save itself!  The result is that (if the topping isn’t so 
extremely severe that it kills it the first year or two) the tree will grow back to its original size within a few short years 
--- except that now, it will be denser than ever.

• It’s ugly.  If you’ve ever driven by a house out in the country with topped trees, you have to wonder how they could 
possibly think it’s not god-awful ugly.  The sight of such limbs is reminiscent of arm or leg amputations.  It takes 
many years of new growth and many visits of remedial pruning to masquerade this damage, but in truth, it can 
never be reversed; the tree’s shortened life has been assured.   

• It’s expensive.  A topped tree must be done and re-done every few years.  
Each time a branch is cut, numerous long, skinny young shoots (called 
suckers or watersprouts) grow rapidly back to replace it.  They must be cut 
and recut, but they always regrow the next year making the job exponentially 
more difficult.  A properly pruned tree stays “done” longer, since the work 
does not stimulate an upsurge of regrowth.  Proper pruning actually improves 
the health and beauty of a tree, costing you less in the long run.

 Topping is also expensive in that it reduces the appraised value of your 
tree.  A tree, like any landscape amenity, adds to the value of your property.  
Appraisers subtract hundreds of dollars from the value of a tree when 
it’s been topped, using the ISA (International Society of Arboriculture)’s 
guidelines for evaluation.  And if this weakened tree or its branches fall and 
injure a person or neighboring property, their insurance company is likely to 

two	recently	topped	trees

“witch’s	broom”	of	weak	suckers	as	it	grows	back
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Topping Trees...It Oughta Be a Crime!
By Ted Cleary

Continued	page	5



sue if it’s clear that it happened as the result of such 
grossly improper pruning.    

• It’s dangerous.  Topping opens the tree up to an 
invasion of rotting organisms.  A tree can defend 
itself from rot when side branches are removed, but it 
has a hard time walling off the pervasive rot to which 
a topping cut subjects it.  Rotted individual limbs, 
or the entire tree, may fail as a result, often years 
later.  I’ve seen this firsthand in several instances in 
Commonwealth Park as I’ve watched various large 
beloved trees slowly succumb to the effects.

 And that thick regrowth of suckers we’ve talked about?  
They are weakly attached and break easily in storms, 
even many years later when they’re large and heavy.  
A regrown limb never has the structural integrity of the 
original.  And they make the tree top-heavy and more 
likely to catch the wind; this increases the chance of 
blow-down in a storm.  Selectively-thinned trees allow 
the wind to pass through the branches; it’s called 
“taking the sail out” of a tree. 

Well, now that you know how bad this practice is to your 
trees, how can you safeguard against it happening?  First 
of all, you don’t need to understand all the complexities 
of proper pruning and arboriculture; just be certain the 
company you hire are truly “certified arborists” with ISA 
credentials, which maintains strict guidelines and training.  
Don’t be misled: in my experience, nine tree people 
out of ten I ask will claim to be “arborists”, but lack the 
certification or knowledge to back that up.  Reputable tree 
companies with certified arborists rarely cruise a neigh-
borhood looking for work, and they also offer a multitude 
of other services to save a tree, make it safe, or improve 
its health (fertilizing; lightning protection; tree cabling; 
improving the soil structure in the rootzone).  In contrast, 
getting advice from any company that makes its living 
strictly by removing trees reminds me of the phrase “If 
the only tool you have is a hammer, everything looks like 
a nail”.

As for that employee who approached me?  I simply 
asked if they top trees, and when his re-sponse was, 
“sure, we’ll top it or whatever you want us to do”, I handed 
him back his business card, thanked him for his time, and 
told him I wouldn’t be needing his services.      
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Topping Trees...
It Oughta Be a Crime!
Continued	from	page	4       



A lot of good information on security has circulated 
on the web in recent years, including such things 
as locking doors and windows, closing curtains, 
not leaving mail or papers in the driveway, 
scrutinizing people who come around professing 
to offer services, etc. However, considering our 
neighborhood and lifestyles, I think a few more 
should be added. 

Many of us have etched glass front doors. If 
someone peers in, can they see your alarm 
keypad? If so, can they see if it’s armed or not? 
Can they see other valuables?  The same holds 
for picture windows or glass screen doors where 
the front door is open. If you are planning to install 
an alarm system be sure that the keypad is out of 
sight.

Part of an alarm system is the motion sensor. One 
of the ‘hints from burglars’ is to put a sensor over 
the sink and the windows on the second floor, 
especially those that access the master bedroom. 

The two things burglars hate most are loud dogs 
and nosy neighbors. I think we’re good on those 
two counts. 

And here’s a new one – Facebook.  Are you or 
another family member announcing upcoming 
vacations when the house will be empty? Or 
publicly tweeting when you’re meeting friends 
across town? 

Protection is another issue. A policeman 
recommended wasp spray over pepper spray 
as it streams 20-30 feet. Aim for the eyes. And 
one other I thought worth mentioning is keeping 
car keys near the bed. If your set has the ‘panic’ 
button that triggers the horn, use it if you see 
someone around the house or hear noises. It 
will operate from inside the house. And lastly if 
you’re approaching your car in a parking lot and 
any suspicious people are nearby, do not use the 
remote to unlock the doors, use the key. In these 
days we all need to stay as safe as possible. Pass 
these tips on to others.

W R R O B I N S N S O L
P A Z A L E A S C T T O
B K R E P A N E K R A N
E C S M K I M M N O N G
N E D N W N O Y G H I E
I N O L G E L R D S W R
H T O Z T O A M O I D D
S R W S R S H T N N O A
N A G A S A S Q H S O Y
U L O L L U B P E E G S
S L D F G S T R A C R H
T P I N E W L E A V E S
Can you found these signs of Spring??

Find the following words – left to right, right to left, up and 
down or diagonally

WARM WEATHER   SUNSHINE
NEW LEAVES          LONGER DAYS
GRASS           SHORTS  
ART     
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Hints from Burglars
By Louann Galanty & John Baker

May 2012

Seek and Find



Your Board wants you to know how much your $20 
yearly dues are appreciated. Below are a few of the 
places where you’ll see your dues at work:

• Cleaning supplies for the neighborhood volunteers 
who pick up around the hood

• Tree banding supplies to keep those little green 
worms from falling on our heads and eating our 
foliage

• Fun, games and food for our kids at the yearly 
neighborhood party

• A functional website to direct people to our 
neighborhood

• Printing costs to distribute our quarterly newsletter

Our budget estimate this year is for approximately 
$3100 in income and $3000 for expenses. We really 
would love to see more families contribute $20 for the 
yearly dues. It is very much appreciated. You can drop 
a check or cash off to any board member or mail to 
CPNA POB l8833, zip 28218. We’re currently working 
on a Paypal button for the website. Thank you in 
advance for your support.

Budget update
By Louann Galanty
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Neighborhood web sites are a great way to show the 
world a community is organized, active and thriving.  
As many of you know, we've recently put together a 
website that will serve many objectives.

What the web site is:
It provides a universal platform for all neighbors to 
stay plugged in with progressive community-impacting 
headlines.  It gives quick access to learn about recent 
and upcoming community events.  It provides a channel 
for concerned neighbors to become actively involved 
with improvement projects and critical discussions 
to keep the community moving ahead.  It provides 
reading material for house hunters looking to land in or 
near our exciting urban neighborhood.  Lastly, it shows 
a glimpse of the efforts we're making into building a 
close-knit community.

What the web site is not:
The web site is not a bulletin board or blog for gripes 
and inquiries to be publicly posted and addressed, nor 
is it a tool that will take the place of the CPNA Google 
Group or Facebook page.  Those outlets are great for 
quickly getting the word out on time-sensitive issues like 
garage sales, safety concerns or missing/found pets, 
etc.  While the web site will be updated on a regular 
basis, it will be much more static in order to promote 
a consistent image to the greater internet community.

You asked for it, now we need your help!
The web site is still in its early stages and will remain 
so until neighbors weigh in.  My challenge to you is to 
first think of what you'd like your Commonwealth Park 
web site to look like, and then what you'd like for it to 
provide.  Then visit www.commonwealthpark.org, 
study it, and submit feedback using the Contact Us 
form on the Connect page.  I'm looking for offers to 
provide professional looking pictures of the community 
-- think landscapes and events -- as well as ideas for 
physical layout and important additional content.  Once 
suggestions have been compiled, we'll supplement 
existing content and make cosmetic changes to the 
theme, making it more inviting and providing better 
branding.  I'd love to have it looking sharp by mid-
summer.  Together, we can make this happen.

CPNA is on the Internet
By Jerome Deveix
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Commonwealth Park Neighborhood Association 
Membership Form

Name: __________________________________

Address: ________________________________

 _______________________________________

Email: __________________________________

Annual dues are only $20.00 per household and are 
very helpful in neighborhood improvements. Please 
send a check in today!!

Make checks payable & send to:
Commonwealth Park Neighborhood Assoc.
PO Box 18833
Charlotte, NC 28218 

Place your ad in the next Commonwealth Park newsletter! 
Business Card Size—$35    1/4 Page—$60    1/2 Page—$120

Discount packages available! 
Contact Jerome Deveix @ jdeveix@gmail.com 

Check here if you would like to be contacted to volunteer on a committee or be a part of our 
neighborhood watch team. A neighbor will contact you shortly!


